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Beyond 2020
(Things will be different)

“There is tide in the affairs of men which,
taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
omitted, all the voyage of their life is bound
in shallows and in miseries. On such a full
sea we are now afloat; and we must take the
current when it serves, or lose our ventures.”
(Julius Caesar, Act IV, Scene III)
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How should organisations reposition themselves for 2020 and beyond?
What should leaders be doing now to prepare for that? Big questions. Our
view is that today’s answers are very different to yesterday’s. A sea change is
in motion. Here, we pull together some strategic strands towards a focus on
what you and your organisation could and, perhaps, should do to get in shape
for the long term. The bare bones that emerge are:
t 5
 P QMBZ UIFJS QSPQFS QBSU JO PVS DIBOHJOH XPSME  FOUFSQSJTFT NVTU CF
socially useful as well as socially responsible. They must help people lead
better lives.
t %
 PJOH TP NBLFT HPPE CVTJOFTT TFOTF /PU EPJOH TP JODSFBTJOHMZ JODVST
reputational risk.
t .
 PTUFOUFSQSJTFTXJMMOFFEUPSFUIJOLiXIBUXFSFSFBMMZIFSFUPEPw4PNF
form of cultural transformation will then be needed to make it happen.
t "
 VUIFOUJDMFBEFST XIPDBOJEFOUJGZXJUIBIJHINPSBMQVSQPTFUIBUHVJEFT
UIFJS PXO DPOEVDU BOE EFDJTJPONBLJOH  BSF NPSF MJLFMZ UP TVDDFFE JO
creating socially useful enterprises than those who cannot.
t  FBEFSTIJQPGUIBULJOESFRVJSFTBDPNCJOBUJPOPGEFFQTFMGBXBSFOFTTBOE
the exercise of skilful management practice over a long period.
t /POFPGUIJTJTFBTZ CVUBMMPGJUDBOCFEPOF

The World, Our Nation And You
Sixty years ago the world’s population was 2.6 billion. It is now 7.0 billion.
0OMZ  ZFBST BHP  HMPCBM TPDJPFDPOPNJD QPXFS BOE JOnVFODF SFTUFE
firmly with North America and Europe, now it does not. An old order is
yielding to another. Our world is more dynamic and less sustainable than
ever before. Few, if any, of us is immune to, or isolated from, the impact
PG UIFTF NFHBUSFOET
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Some continents and nations are winners, others are not. Britain is one
of several countries that finds itself economically challenged by low/
no growth, fierce international competition for raw materials, goods and
services, the uncompetitive nature of much of its national infrastructure
and unsustainable levels of national borrowing. It is socially challenged by
the growing unaffordability of our welfare and health systems, lack of jobs,
an ageing population and the creation of a relatively uneducated, poor and
unemployed underclass. For at least the next decade, may be a lot longer,
we are probably going to be poorer economically.
/PPOF XF TQFBL UP XBOUT UIJT TJUVBUJPO UP QFSUBJO /FBSMZ FWFSZPOF XBOUT
things to be better. Few, if any, believe government will do it all for us. Rather,
as leaders, we have our own part to play, even if we’re hazy about what
that is. We recognise that most of the choices we face are dilemmas, that
none of the options is wholly attractive or easily achieved.
If creating wealth and using it wisely is part of the solution, then mobilising
our collective talents and resources to help create greater, sustainable
prosperity seems one obvious strategy we should implement. The question
is: what kind of commercial, social and public enterprises will make a
lasting difference to our prosperity; and how can we mobilise to build
them?

2020 Enterprises
Ideally, the kind of enterprises we help build and work for will fundamentally
JNQSPWF PVS TPDJPFDPOPNJD DPOEJUJPO CZ HFOFSBUJOH TVTUBJOBCMF QSPTQFSJUZ
Successful enterprises are already supporting people in their quest for
better lives. They are moving from value chains to value cycles, that achieve
prosperity and growth by enabling improvements in the welfare and capability
of their customers and of the environments they live and work in.
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A regionally-focused building society believes passionately that its
members’ interests are supported by it playing an active role in
promoting the prosperity and well-being of the community it serves.
Social housing, that enables lower paid people to live close to
their work, is one of that community’s most demonstrable needs.
The society has joined with local groups and government to
build several hundred affordable homes on a derelict, urban site.
That commitment will enrich the community it serves and reinforce
the relevance of its brand. It is, very literally, good business.

Enterprises like this one are working authentically from a guiding philosophy
that informs activity and stimulates creativity. They are seeking to make
a difference by playing proactive, leadership roles in the societies and
communities in which they operate.

In their 2012 “Top 25 corporate reputations” survey of 40,000
consumers in China, Brazil, Germany, Japan, USA and Russia,
Burson-Marsteller et al concluded that: “In short, good corporate
citizenship really is good business….in an increasingly transparent,
world, isolated programs and insufficient, insincere commitment will
undermine, not build, corporate reputation…..Put simply, a brand is
what a brand does”

If that’s true of international consumer markets, then there is also plenty
of evidence that talented people are attracted to working for organisations
that demonstrate an innovative approach to good corporate citizenship, even
if the organisations themselves are not so good at communicating what
they are about.
The information and social networking revolution, catalysed and supported
CZNPCJMF XFCJOIBOEUFDIOPMPHZ FOTVSFTUIBUFWFOTNBMMQJFDFTPGOFXT
that can affect an organisation’s reputation spread quickly, in ways that are
not susceptible to traditional management techniques.
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Consequently, the best approach to earning a reputation as a great organisation,
that people want to deal with and work for, seems to be a combination of:
t %
 PJOHUIFSJHIUUIJOHTXFMM EBZBGUFSEBZ XFFLBGUFSXFFL ZFBSBGUFSZFBS
and
t 0QFSBUJOHXJUITVSFGPPUFEBHJMJUZXIFOUIFPQQPSUVOJUZPSOFFEBSJTFT
This consistent, sure touch needs the kind of authentic leadership that can only
be sustained by embedding a culture that connects the organisation’s head
BOEIFBSUUPJUTNPSBMDPNQBTTJOTVDIBXBZUIBUiEPJOHUIFSJHIUUIJOHwJT
sine qua non.

2020 Leadership
If the key components of leadership are to be mindful, give hope and show
compassion, in the context of emerging 21st century corporate citizenship
it seems to us that:
t .
 JOEGVMOFTTIBT BUJUTDPSF BXFMMJOGPSNFEBXBSFOFTTPGUIFJNQBDUPVS
organisations and ways of doing business have, not just on those who
interact directly with them but also on the wider world.
t (
 JWJOH IPQF JT OPU POMZ BCPVU TIPXJOH IPX PVS PSHBOJTBUJPO DBO EFMJWFS
benefits to its direct stakeholders but also about engaging constructively
with other parties to help shape and deliver desirable, sustainable
outcomes that benefit the societies and communities to which it belongs.
t 4
 IPXJOHDPNQBTTJPOJTNPSFUIBOBCPVUHJWJOHTPNFUIJOHCBDL*UTUFNT
from a fundamental understanding that our organisation – any organisation
 IBT B EVUZ UP DBSF GPS UIF XJEFS TPDJPFDPOPNJD TZTUFNT PG XIJDI JU
is a part. It must be socially useful and seek to do as much as it can
rather than as little as it can get away with. It belongs, cares and therefore
acts accordingly.
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2020 Leaders
A generation of leaders is emerging that embraces these challenges very
differently to those who went before them. They are finding ways of operating in
a 24/7 world of multiple time zones characterised by contending professional,
social and personal priorities, which can place unsustainable demands on
JOEJWJEVBMT UIBU CFDPNF TUSFTTGVM XIFO UIFZ DPOnJDU XJUI QFSTPOBM WBMVFT
These leaders have at their core an attitude to life that resists, more than
previous generations, work taking over everything else. Yet they are highly
effective. They are accomplished users of modern technology that they exploit
UP PSHBOJTF UIFJS MJWFT 5IFZ UFOE UP XPSL JO PSHBOJTBUJPOT XIPTF DBOEP
DVMUVSFTTVQQPSUBOEGBDJMJUBUFnFYJCMFXPSLJOHBSSBOHFNFOUTUIFZ JOUIFJSUVSO 
sustain them. They travel easily between different cultures and geographies
and see things from an international perspective. Although leaders like this
are still in a minority, their example is indicative of a growing cadre.
(FOFSBUJPO : JT DPNJOH PG BHF

We Do This Already….Don’t We?
%PFTNPCJMJTJOHFOUFSQSJTFJOUIJTTUSBUFHJDXBZSFRVJSFPSHBOJTBUJPOToQSJWBUF
BOEQVCMJD ZPVSTBOENJOFoUPSFUIJOLUIFJSDPSFQVSQPTF HPBMT PQFSBUJOH
QSJODJQMFT BOE CVTJOFTT QSBDUJDFT  %PFT JU SFRVJSF UIFJS MFBEFST UP SFEFmOF
XIBU UIFZ BSF UIFSF UP EP  5IF TIPSU BOTXFS  GPS NPTU PG UIFN  JT iZFTw  BU
least in part. For example:
t 5
 P CFDPNF B HPPE TU DFOUVSZ DPSQPSBUF DJUJ[FO SFRVJSFT NBOZ
PSHBOJTBUJPOT UP SFJOUFSQSFU XIBU DJUJ[FOTIJQ SFBMMZ NFBOT BOE IPX UIBU
will be tested in courts of public opinion. Increasingly it is about embodying
the spirit of what society is seeking rather than complying with the letter
of the law, as recent debates about the UK Corporation Tax paid by well
LOPXO DPNQBOJFT TVDI BT "NB[PO  (PPHMF BOE 4UBSCVDLT JMMVTUSBUF
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t 5
 IJT NPEFM PG DJUJ[FOTIJQ JOGPSNT OPU POMZ UIF SPMFT BOE HPBMT PG
corporate leaders but also the sort of people they should be. A wide
SBOHF PG TUBLFIPMEFST JT JODSFBTJOHMZ JOnVFODJOH XIP JT mU UP MFBE NBKPS
organisations, such as Barclays, as they assert new corporate values.
t 5
 IFSFJTUIFOUIFDIBMMFOHFPGIPXUPSFUBJOBTUSPOHGPDVTPOUIFPVUDPNFT
you most want for your organisation and yourself such that a series of
tactical decisions, each sensible in its own right, does not lead it, or you,
to a very different place than the one you wanted to get to. Who wants
UP FOE VQ CFBDIFE  XPOEFSJOH  BT TP NBOZ QFPQMF EP i)PX EJE UIBU
IBQQFO w

Mobilising Enterprise
.PCJMJTJOHUPCVJMEFOUFSQSJTFTPOUIFTDBMFSFRVJSFEUPDIBOHFPVSGVOEBNFOUBM
TPDJPFDPOPNJD DPOEJUJPO OFFET TVTUBJOFE MFBEFSTIJQ UIBU JT  CZ EFmOJUJPO 
a team game because:
t 5
 IFJNQBDUPGPVSDPMMFDUJWFMFBEFSTIJQNVTUCFUPFOHBHF NPUJWBUF BOE
catalyse a generation (or two) to act in the service of creating a better
future. After all, if we carry on doing what we are doing, we will carry
on getting what we are getting. So, it follows that building sustainable
enterprises will require us, collectively, to change what we do and the way
we do it.
t 5
 IF SFRVJSFE PVUDPNFT cannot be delivered by individuals doing their
own jobs well. They require collaboration between the public and private
sectors; between suppliers, producers and customers; between those
who have the ability to make things happen and those who have the
power to stop them; between those whose collective skills, experience,
LOPXMFEHF  QPXFS BOE JOnVFODF BSF SFRVJSFE UP HFU UIF SFTVMUT XF XBOU
for our country, our society, our communities, our neighbours, our children
and ourselves.
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Many agencies subordinated their right of independent action to
jointly deliver an outstanding experience for those who visited and
participated in the 2012 Olympics and Paralympics. Westminster
Council’s CEO was one of many who were involved in years of
planning and delivery. In his view, the result could not have been
achieved without a clear commission for the team that was put in
place; and sustained, effective team work to make it happen. On
the few occasions when someone protected or promoted their own
narrow interest rather then the overall one, the behaviour was dealt
with quickly and effectively.

t "
 DIJFWJOHUIFSFRVJSFEPVUDPNFTXJMMUBLFBMPOHUJNF1FPQMFXJMMSVOUIFJS
own laps and then pass the baton to others. One generation will take over
GSPNBOPUIFS5IJTJTOUiKPCBOEmOJTIwoJUJTBXBZPGCFJOH
t #
 VJMEJOH TVTUBJOBCMF FOUFSQSJTFT JTOU KVTU GPS CVTJOFTT NFO BOE XPNFO
Public servants and regulators must also participate in and help expedite
the process for it to succeed – creating wealth and using it wisely is at the
heart of public service too.
Each of us has to ask him/herself: should my organisation be part of such an
BHFOEB 4IPVME*CFQBSUPGJUNZTFMG %P*XBOUUPCF "OE JGZPVSBOTXFST
are affirmative, then how can you engage others in shaping that agenda and
making it happen?

The MD of a credit card business is determined that it, and the sector
of which it is a part, should help its customers build better lives. He
has taken a sustained personal interest in mobilising his business to
think and behave differently, such that it now holds itself responsible
for helping sub-prime credit card customers restore their credit rating
and thereby qualify for lower interest rates. This has involved taking
some personal risks, including advocating, and winning support for,
his approach with the foreign parent.
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What Can I Do?
0OF PG UIF QSJODJQMFT PG TPMVUJPOGPDVTFE DPBDIJOH JT UIBU UIF DMJFOU DPNFT
up with things he/she might do to help mobilise his/her own enterprise and
others. As coaches, our role is to facilitate clients in that process. So what
follows is intended to stimulate your thinking and action, rather than provide
a blueprint or checklist.
t 8
 IBU JT ZPVS NJTTJPO JO MJGF  8IBU XJMM NBUUFS NPTU UP ZPV XIFO  JO ZPVS
healthy old age, you look back at who you have been, what you’ve done
and whose lives you have touched? What regrets might you have, if any?
How might all this inform your next step?
t 3
 FnFDUPOXIPZPVSFBMMZBSF)PXXFMMEPZPVDPOOFDUZPVSIFBE ZPVS
IFBSU BOE ZPVS NPSBM DPNQBTT  *T UIF WFSTJPO PG iZPVw XIPN ZPV NPTU
like and respect the one who speaks and acts most of the time you’re at
XPSL  *G OPU  IPX DBO ZPV CSJOH UIF iCFTUw ZPV NPSF GVMMZ JOUP ZPVS KPC
t '
 JOE B TPVSDF PG JOTQJSBUJPO UIBU MJGUT ZPVS TQJSJUT BOE SBJTFT ZPVS TJHIUT
Catch the mood and see where it takes you. Let your imagination
UBLF nJHIU
t *GUIFSFJTPOFUIJOHZPVDPVMEEPUPNBLFBEJGGFSFODF XIBUXPVMEJUCF
and for whom? How can you use your talents, resources and positions
PG JOnVFODF BOE QPXFS UP EP UIBU
t )
 PXDBOZPVSDPMMFBHVFT GSJFOET OFJHICPVSTBOEGBNJMZIFMQZPVCFDPNF
the best you can be? How can you help them to do the same?
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What Can Our Organisation Do?
t )
 PXHPPEBDPSQPSBUFDJUJ[FOJTZPVSPSHBOJTBUJPO )PXXFMMEPFTJUGVMmMJUT
duty of care to the communities and societies of which it is a part?
t )
 PXEPFTZPVSPSHBOJTBUJPOIFMQTVQQPSUQFPQMFJOUIFJSRVFTUGPSBCFUUFS
MJGFUISPVHIJUTEBZUPEBZCVTJOFTT $BOBOETIPVMEJUEPNPSF 
t 8
 IBU JT ZPVS PSHBOJTBUJPOT HVJEJOH QIJMPTPQIZ  JNQMJDJU PS FYQMJDJU  %PFT
it inspire others and help give true meaning to what they do in its name?
*TJUmUGPSGVUVSFQVSQPTFPSQBTUJUTiCFTUCZwEBUF 8IBUXPVMECFNPSF
compelling and motivational?
t *TZPVSPSHBOJTBUJPOEPJOHFOPVHIUPIFMQDSFBUFUIFTVTUBJOBCMFQSPTQFSJUZ
that will enrich future generations? What else could it do?
t )
 PXEPFTZPVSPSHBOJTBUJPOVTFJUTSFTPVSDFT QPXFSBOEJOnVFODFUPIFMQ
mobilise enterprise and enable others to do so? In what respects is it, or
can it become, a role model for others?

Questions Are Easy…..
yJUJTUIFBOTXFSTUIBUBSFEJGmDVMU:FUUIFUJEFPGDIBOHFUIBUJTBMSFBEZnPXJOH
strongly is likely to take all with it. For most organisations, the people that work
for them and those who would like to, the choice is how to travel rather than
whether to travel at all. Bon voyage et bon chance!
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Come gather ‘round people
Wherever you roam
And admit that the waters
Around you have grown
And accept it that soon
You’ll be drenched to the bone.
If your time to you
Is worth savin’
Then you better start swimmin’
Or you’ll sink like a stone
For the times, they are a changin’
(Bob Dylan)
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Praesta Insights pull together thought and experience of
topical leadership issues in an accessible and digestible way.
This publication has been researched and written by one of
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